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Which one of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument? The only employees present at the
mall at the time of the robbery were security guards Evans and Clark. Question : Some drugs combat obesity
or alcohol addiction by turning off pleasure centers in the brain. Anyone who failed the test must take a retest.
Which one of the following, if true, would best explain the result described above? Some think the reason is
that artists feed off the anxiety and uncertainty during recessions to produce inspired works. Question :
Looking to increase the profits of his lemonade stand, Johann doubled the price of a cup of lemonade from 25
cents to 50 cents. An example is when people turn to binge eating when depressed, which causes them to put
on weight and feel unhealthy, which then makes them more depressed, leading to more overeating, and so on.
Since four of the 19 congressmen went on to vote for the bill, it is clear that the president persuaded those four
to vote the way they did. All pages:. Question : Career counselor: It is best for artists to build a practical and
safe career that will guarantee them a secure income, and then pursue their art in their spare time. The
argument above assumes that  They argue that Internet debates and online political polls and chat rooms give
people greater access to political information. In the past one would attend a rally, protest, or town meeting to
engage in real politics. The conclusion above is not necessarily valid because 2. My fall was caused by ice on
the stairs that the restaurant failed to remove. The argument above is flawed because 4. Which one of the
following points out the flaw in the argument above? Orlof teaches two history classes, one in the morning
and one in the afternoon. Question : As part of its reorganization, company X created five new positions
within the company. But offering or reading anonymous online opinions does not by itself make for active
political participation. So if I move the two batteries from my television remote control to my CD player, the
CD player will definitely work. Question : The president spoke to 19 congressmen from Texas to encourage
them to vote for a bill. That way, they will be motivated to work hard at their day jobs to support their art
making, and both their career and their art will thrive. Today, people sit passively in front of computer screens
under the illusion that they are connecting with their fellow citizens. However, after the reorganization was
complete, company X had fewer employees than before the reorganization. Some think the reason is that
artists feed off the anxiety and uncertainty during recessions to produce inspired works. Which one of the
following points out the flaw in the argument above? My television remote control, which also uses two
double A batteries, works fine. Yesterday she gave the same test to both classes. However, after the
reorganization was complete, company X had fewer employees than before the reorganization. Question : The
average height of members of the high school basketball team is six feet, three inches. Lydia: Unwarranted
lawsuits are sweeping the countryâ€”lawsuits that have no legal merit and are brought simply to make lawyers
and their clients rich. Question : Memmie: The greater the population near a restaurant, the more potential
customers it has and the greater chance its popularity will spread through word-of-mouth. The argument above
is flawed because the author 7. Question : Political science professor: Many people insist that the Internet is
revolutionizing the political process. However, when asked which lead vampire character they considered
more charismatic, all of the film critics chose Dracula over Nosferatu. Since Catherine did not go to the
movies yesterday, there is not a romantic comedy playing at her local theater. The statements above, if true,
support which one of the following assertions? The speakers above appear to disagree on which one of the
following points?


